
Bug Report Utility Notes 

Running the Scripts 

Windows 

On a Windows system with RGS-Receiver installed, the script is located at: 

64-Bit: C:\Program Files (x86)\Hewlett-Packard\Remote Graphics Receiver\rgs-bugreport.bat 

32-Bit: C:\Program Files\Hewlett-Packard\Remote Graphics Receiver\rgs-bugreport.bat 

 

On a Windows system with RGS-Sender installed, the script is located at: 

64-Bit: C:\Program Files (x86)\Hewlett-Packard\Remote Graphics Sender\rgs-bugreport.bat 

32-Bit: C:\Program Files\Hewlett-Packard\Remote Graphics Sender\rgs-bugreport.bat 

To run the script, either navigate to the file and double-click it, or open a command prompt and type the 

full path to the file. 

Completed bug reports are saved at %TEMP%\rgs (e.g. C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Temp\rgs) 

When running from the command prompt, adding the flag "/q" after the file's name will run the script in 

quiet mode.  In quiet mode the user will not be prompted to correct file paths when certain files are not 

found, notepad will not open the completed file, and most "eye candy" is disabled.  If alternate paths 

(either for the logfiles or application installation location) are needed, they can be provided after the /q 

switch in the following order:  

[Path to HP RGS Receiver Install] [Path to HP RGS Receiver Logs] [Path to HP RGS Sender Install] [Path to 

HP RGS Sender Logs] 

These paths should be enclosed with quotes and every space should be used, regardless if it is 

needed.  For example, to run the script in quiet mode and specify only alternate locations for the sender 

and receiver logging locations, the following command would be used: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hewlett-Packard\Remote Graphics Receiver\rgs-bugreport.bat /q "" 

"C:\Users\alternate receiver log path" "" "C:\Users\alternate sender log path" 

Note the empty sets of quotation marks, the inclusion of the drive letter, and the lack of a trailing 

backslash in the provided paths. 
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Linux 

On a Linux system with RGS-Receiver installed, the script is located at: 

/opt/hpremote/rgreceiver/rgs-bugreport.sh 

On a Linux system with RGS-Sender installed, the script is located at: 

/opt/hpremote/rgsender/rgs-bugreport.sh 

To run the script, type its full path into a terminal.  It can optionally be run as root by preceeding the 

path with "sudo", though the additional data gathered by running as root is negligible.   

Completed bug reports are saved at /tmp/rgs/ 

Quiet mode can be specified by following the command with "-q".  In quiet mode, the user will not be 

prompted to correct file paths when certain files are not found, and the system text editor will not be 

opened to view the completed file.  The following additional flags are avalible, and are not co-dependent 

- any combination of these flags may be invoked in any order. 

-r "Path" : Specify a non-default location for RGS Receiver logs. 

-s "Path" : Specify a non-default location for RGS Sender logs. 

-h "Path" : Specify a non-default location for RGS configs.  (This is unlikely to be needed - unless 

somehow the user's .config directory has been moved elsewhere.) 

Macintosh 

On a Macintosh system with RGS-Receiver installed, the script is located at: 

/Library/Application Support/HP/rgreceiver/rgs-bugreport.sh

To run the script, type its full path into a terminal. 

Completed bug reports are saved at /tmp/rgs/ 

Quiet mode can be specified by following the command with "-q".  In quiet mode, the user will not be 

prompted to correct file paths when certain files are not found, and the system text editor will not be 

opened to view the completed file.  The following additional flags are avalible, and are not co-dependent 

- any combination of these flags may be invoked in any order. 

-r "Path" : Specify a non-default location for RGS Receiver logs. 



Interpreting Results - Windows 

General Results 

Header 

The header contains basic information about the completed snapshot file.  The receiver and sender 

versions will also be present, depending on what version of the script is run and what software is 

installed.  RGS logs containing DEBUG level information are also shown - for systems with a receiver, 

~\hpremote\rgreceiver\rg.log should appear.  For systems with a sender, \Program Files\Hewlett-

Packard\Remote Graphics Sender\rgsendersvc.log should appear. 

System Info 

This section has some very basic information about the system.  Of particular interest are the OS and 

BIOS versions, and the list of hotfixes (Microsoft Updates) currently installed. 

DxDiag Info 

This section is the text output of dxdiag.exe.  If DirectX is not installed, this section will be blank.  Most 

information is repeated from System Information, however some new and useful items include the 

"DxDiag Notes" section that will show system display, audio, or input configuration issues.  The Display 

Devices section shows what monitors are connected to which graphics card.  UsbDevices is the sole 

location of information about connected USB devices in the snapshot.  The SystemDevices section lists 

most permanently installed components, and the driver versions they use. 

IPConfig 

This utility provides very specific network configuration information.  Any disconnected network 

adapter's section will begin with the line "Media State . . . . . . . : Media disconnected" 

Netstat 

Every open connection is listed here.  For systems connected to another via RGS, several "ESTABLISHED" 

connections to the target machine should be listed. 

TaskList 

This section displays every running process - note any abnormally high memory usage. 

 

 



SC Query 

Every service and it's properties are listed here.  For systems with the sender installed, rgsender should 

appear here as "RUNNING" or the sender may not be accessible. 

Driver Query 

This section lists every driver installed and its linked (approximately release) date.  Any drivers for 

installed devices should list their state as "Running" and status as "OK" 

 

 

 


